
 

 

STABLE AREA RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
 

1) Sleeping in feed rooms and stalls is strictly prohibited.  
 

2) Cooking in tack rooms or any other part of the stable area is strictly prohibited.  

Cooking appliances found in the stable area will be confiscated and disposed of and violators may be ejected and 

subject to further disciplinary action.  

3) All feed and/or tack rooms must be authorized and assigned by the Stall Superintendent before 

being occupied. Authorization includes a $100 non-refundable fee for each tack room.  

Any person found occupying these rooms without the necessary permission is subject to a fine or suspension by 
the Stewards, or ejection from the rounds if the occupant is unlicensed.  
 

4) Painting or pasting on the walls of the barns, and walls of the feed/tack rooms is strictly forbidden.  
 

5) Smoking is not allowed in horse stalls, feed rooms, and tack rooms and under shed rows.  
 

6) An owner, trainer, jockey, or veterinarian may log in unlicensed guests with the Security  
Department, and will be held responsible for their conduct and safety while on the grounds of the Association.  

 

7) Intoxicated persons will not be permitted to enter the Stable Area, and anyone found in such condition may 

be ejected and reported to the Stewards for a hearing.  

8) Parking of stable personnel is permitted only in designated areas. It is strictly forbidden to park or wash cars 

between barns, in front of manure pits, and on horse paths.  

9)Manure is to be deposited and covered at all times in designated bins; all trash, bottles and cans must be 

thrown in the trash barrels provided for this purpose.  

Trash or bandages must never be deposited in the manure piles. Anyone depositing such trash in the manure pits will be 
fined.  

10) Straw bedding is prohibited; however horses shipping in for stakes races may use straw bedding with prior 

approval from the Racing Secretary.  
 
11) Horses must be walked to and from the track and not galloped along horse paths or shed rows.  
 

12)All licensed personnel entering and remaining in the stable area must wear on their person in plain view the 
photo badge issued to them at all times. Any violation of this   rule will be reported to the Stewards.  

 

13) No licensee shall permit anyone else to use his photo badge to gain entrance to the Stable Area, and violators will 

be subject to a fine and/or suspension of his license.  

14) No stable may have in their employ any minor under 16 years of age, except as may be permitted by applicable 

laws of Florida. 15) Any stable employee discharged by a trainer must be immediately reported to Stable Security.  

16) Oat cookers must be used with a metal container. Cause of fire subject to immediate revocation  

 
 


